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RESUMO - Q problema de linearizaçào parcial (PLP)
é tratado neste artigo. Neste problema, desejamos decompor um sistema nào controlável em um subsistema linear
controlável e um subsistema autônomo, que faz o papel
de subsistema não controlável. Para a classe de sistemas
parcialmente linearizáveis, mostramos que a influência do
subsistema nào controlável pode ser sempre eliminada via
realimentaçào de estado. No caso mais geral (em que o PLP
não é necessariamente solúvel), mostramos uma decomposição em parte controlável/não controlável diretamente
relacionada com as integrais primeiras.
ABSTRACT - We define and solve the Partial Lineari::ation Problem by static state feedback (PLP). Qur notion
of linearization is weaker than the one found in the literature. In facL we want to transform a given systen1, via
static-state feedback and coordinate change, into a controllable linear system that is affected by a autonomous system.
which plays the role of its noncontrollable parto
For the class of nonlinear systems which is PLP solvable, we
show that the influence of the noncontrollable part in the
linear part can be always removed by a convenient static
state feedback. "Ve construct another decomposition that
holds for a general (time-varying) nonlinear noncontrollable
systems consisting in a controllable subsystem and a noncontrollable one that is generatedby a set of conservation
laws.
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1

Introduction and Motivation

It is well known that, from the "input-to-state" poin! of
view, a linear control system can be decomposed. after
a convenient coordinates change, into two interconnected
subsystems, namely the noncontrollable and the controllable subsystems (Kailath. 1980; "Vonham, 1985; Fliess,
1990) (see also (Isidori, 1989; Nijmeijer and van der Schaft,
1990) for nonlinear systems). The noncontrollable su bsystem is completely autonomous, i. e., it is not affected ei!her
by the input or by the controllable subsystem. The siluation can be illustrated by the structure of figure 1.

Contr. Subsystem

Noncontr. Subsystem

Fig. 1 - Structure of a noncontrollable system.
Consider now the class of linear time-invariant systems
with the state evolving on the linear space .1'. Then the
controllable and the noncontrollable subsystems that appear in this decomposition have, in some sense, an intrinsic
meaning 1 .In fact, the controllable subsystem is the "restric1 lI. is important to stress that the noncontrollable subsystem in the
state space approach corresponds to a choice of a subspace ;t. such that
the direct sum of ;Í' with the controllable space is the entire space.
Tms choice is not unique, but is unique up to an isomorphism. In the
approach,of (Fliess, 1990), the noncontrollable space is represented by
the torsion submodule, being intrinsic. The controllable subsystem is
in this case nonunique, but unique up to an isomorpmsm.
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tion" of the system to the controllahle subspace R. and the
noncontrollable one is the "quotient" subsystem induced in
the quotient space
which is not affected by the input
(Wonham, 1985). However, the influence of the noncontrollable subsystem on t,he controllable one can be changed
a lot by a similarity transformation that preserves the controllahle subspace (i. f. • it transforms a basis for the controllahle subspace into anothel' basis for the controllable
subspace). In fact, consider the following example.

if,

Example 1 (PeTeira da Silva, 1 996b) ConsideT the l-ineaT
system 10ith state :di) = (xdt), X2(t), x3(t)f E JR3 and
input u(t) E IR given by

X2(t) + X3(t)
X3(t) + u(t)
-2:1:3(t)

xdt)
X2(t)
X3(t)
Let ;1 = (Xl, x2f and
bE TelVTitt.en as

;2

=

:1:3.

Then the last equation cau

(LIa)
(1.1 b)

1t is easy to see that thE subsystem (LIa) is the contTollable
sllbs.ystem of the given system and (1.1 b) is the noncontTollabh one. The matTil' .4 12 rep'resents tllE influence of the
noncontTollable s'ubsystem 011 the controllable subsystem.

= Xl, é.2 = ;rl = ;C2 + X3 and 6 = ;1:3. Set
ç = (6,6,6). Then. ç = Tx. lvhen T is a nonsingulaT
NoU' let 6

matTiJ; and 10e cau write

é.2
--6 + 11

( 1.2)

-26
In partiClt/ar we see that the iufluence of the noncontrollable
subsystem on the control/able one can be canceled by the
regulaT state feedback u = 6 + v.
In (Pereira da Silva, 1996b) it is shown that the procedure
of the example 1 can be done for an arbitrary noncontrollable linear system, i. e. . they have all the structure depicted in figure 2. This linear result is not explicitly stated
in the literature, but it is not difficult to verify that this is
a consequence of theorem 4.1 of (Morse. 1973) in the case
of C = O.
In this papel' we will generalize these results, showing that
"essentially linear" systems have a similar structure. Our
results are closely related to the ones of (Marino et aI., 1985)
and (Marino, 1986) for nonlinear affine systems (see proposition 10 of (Marino et aL, 198~,) and consider that À = J.1.
/.. e., the subvector X2 is absent). However, our approach is
completely different. Furthermore, we are interested in the

Contr. Subsystem

Noncontr. Subsystem

Fig. 2 - Strueture of noncontrollahle linear systems.
conneetions of these results with the ones of (Morse, 1973;
Pereira da Silva, 1996b) about canonicaJ forms for linear
systems, which are not made clear in (Marino et aL, 1985).

To state precisely what we mean by "essentially linear".
let us consider the Problem of exact l-ineaTization of nonlinear systems, which has attracted a lot of attention over
the last two decades. This problem was completely solved
in its static-state feedback version (see (Jakubczyk and Respondek, 1980), (Hunt et a.L, 1983)) but it remains open in
the dynamic feedback case (Charlet et al, 1989; Shadwick,
1990; Charlet et aL, 1991). Closed related to this problem
is the notion of flatness (see (Fliess et aL 1995b), (Fliess
et a.L, 1995a)). It is important to point out the usefulness
of the techniques of exterior calcul us (Briant et aI., 1991)
for the problem of exact Iinearization (see (Shadwick. 1990;
Gardner and Shadv,ick, 1992; Sluis. 1992; :Martin and Rouchon. 199:3; Murray, 1993; Tilbury et aJ .. 1995; Shadwick
and Sluis, 19~);3: Aranda-Bricaire et al, 1995; van Nieuwstadt et aI., 1994)).
In the usual terminology, "exact linearization" means that
we want to transform the system. via state-feedback and
coordinate change, into a completely controllable linear system. In this papel' we shall consider a weaker form of
this problem, \vhich allo\'\!s the tl'ansformation of the system into a controllable linear system that is affected by an
autonomous 2 nonlinear system. \Ve will show that the necessary and sufficient conditions to solve this problem are
the same as the ones given in (Sluis, 1992). (Shadwick and
Sluis, 199;3) apart from the assumption of considering the
system to be maximally nonholonomic ('i. e. , strongly controllable). lInder these conditions, we wil! shO\v that the
influence of the noncontrollable subsystem on the "exact
linearized" subsystem can be always removed by a convenient static state feedback. The techniques of the proof
of the last result are elifferent from the ones in (Shaelwick
anel Sluis, 1993; Sluis, 1992) since we do not use G01tTsat
canonical forms. Furthermore, similar techniques may be
useful to study the structure of implicit nonlinear systems
(Pereira da Silva, 1996c).
It is known (see (Fliess et aL, 1993)) that a system is controllable if anel only if it does not aclmit conservation laws.
We construet a elecomposition for (time varying) nonlinear
noncontrollable systems consisting in a controllable subsystem (in the sense that it does not contain any conservation
2It. is not reasonable to expect that the noncontrollable subsystem
of a nonlinear svstem can be exact.lv linearized since it is not affected
by the input a~d thus it is feedback-invariant..
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law) and a subsystem with state variables 'Ui = (1V1, •.. , wz)
formed by conservation la.ws. Furthermore, any conservation law of the system is a function of W1 , ... , 1V/.
The paper is organized as foUows. In section 2 we present
the notations and some introductory remarks about differential geometry. In section 3 we consider some decompositions of linear systems. In section 4, we give some geometric
definitions of feedbacks and we state the Partial Linearization Problem (PLP). In section 5, the PLP is solved for
non-linear time-varying systems. In section 6 we present
some remarks about the time-invariant case. FinaUy, in
section 7 we consider a decomposition that holds for general noncontroUable nonlinear systems.

2

Mathematical background and notations

The field of real numbers wiU be denoted by IR. The set
of real matrices of 11 rows and m columns is denoted by
IRfl xm. The matrix !l1 T stands for the transpose of 111.
The set of natural numbers {I, ... , k} wiU be denoted by

lkl

and so is a smooth codistribution, which is denoted by
It follows that

J = spanC=(Pl {w

º

º

º

Given two forms 1] and ç in A(P), then 1] 1\ ç denotes their
wedge multiplication. The exterior derúlative of 1] E A(P)
will be denoted by dl]. Note that the graded algebra A(P),
as well as their homogeneous elements Ak CP) of degree k,
have a structure of CCO(P)-module.
A smooth codistribution J is a eCO(p)-submodule J C
A1(P). Let p E P be a regular point of J and take a local
basis {171,"" l]d where {1]1 (q), ... ,l]k(q)} are IR-linearly
independent covectors for aU q in some open neighborhood
U of p. Denoting two different local basis around p by column vectors 1] anel 1], it is easy to verify that, for some open
neighborhood F of p, 1] = .M1] where M is a matrix with
elements in eco (P) such that .M (q) is nonsingular for ali
q E 1l.
It is worth recaUing that one may regard the exterior differentiation operator d as a map d : A 1 (P) ,..... A2(P). Associated to a codistribution is the submoelule S(J) C A2(P) defined by S(J) = spanc=(p) {1]/\ ç 11] E A 1 (P) and ç E J}.

The quotient module A~/~) plays an important role for
us anel this wiU be c1ear very soon. By simplicity, we
denote the elements of ~~i~i by ( mod J), instead of
( mod S(J)). Note that ( mod J) == (e mod J) if and
only if ( = e + Lfinite 1]; /\ Çi for convenient l-forms 1]; E J
anel Çi E A2(P). Given a smooth codistribution J, define
the map d ; J ,..... ~C;2/~) by dl] = dl] mod J. It is easy to

E Jldw mod J

==

O}.

J.

(2.1)

Note that, by the Frobenius theorem, a nonsingular codistEibution J is integrable if and only if it is involutive, i. e. ,
J = J.
Let p be a nonsingular point of a codistribution J and let
the pointwise linearly independent one forms {171, ... , l]k}
be a basis for J in an open neighborhood U of p. Let
{171, ... , l]k, 1)k+1, ... , 1]6} be a basis for T* U for some open
neighborhood U of p. Note that

B = {1];

1\ 1]j

Ii

E

l151, i < j

::; 15}

is a basis for A'](U) (as a eCO(U)-module). 80 we can 10cally
write :
1.,

dl]p

We will use the standard notations of differential geometry
and exterior algebra (Warner, 1971; Briant et aI., 1991).
Given a smooth manifold P of dimension 15, CCO(P) denotes
the set of smooth maps from P to IR. Let
be a smooth
manifold of dimension ~( and let cP : P ,.....
be a smooth
mapping. The corresponding tangent and cotangent mapping will be denoted respectively by cP* : r;, P ,..... T4>(Pi
and cP* : TJl1J )º""" ~~P. Given a field.f and a l-form ~on
P, we denote w(.f) by (j,w). The set ofsmooth k-forms on
P wiU be denoted by Ak(P) and A(P) = UkEJNAl.lP).
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show that d( 0'1171 + 0'21]2)
0'1 c7(l]lJ + 0'2d(1]']). In other
words, d is a morphism of eco (P)-modules. The kernel of
the morphism c7 : J ,..... A;g/ is a CO::;'(P)-submodule of J

=L

L

O';j 1]; /\ 1)j

i=l j=i+1

L L

+

/3;j 1]; /\ 1]j (p E l k1)

i=k+1 j=i+l

(2.2)

where O'fj and f3D are convenient smooth functions and
equation (2.2) corresponds to the expression of dl)p in this
basis. Note also that
Ê={l];l\l)jmodJliE{k+l, ... ,I5}. i<j::;l5} (2.3)

. a b
' f or
lS
aS1S

A,(U)
S~(J)'

Hence, f or eacI1

p

E

l"l
h~

we can repre-

sent c71]p in this basis by column vectors j3P for p = 1, ... , k
with elements obtained from the functions ,8[j of equation
(2.2). We can also construct a matrix 13 = [13 1 ... f3k] formed
by the column vectors f3P. for p = 1..... k~. Note that 13 is
a matrix with
k rows and k columns that represents
tIle morp I'
d
J
,
'f
",k
J
1Ism ,:
,..... A,(U)
S(1)' 1.e.
,I W = L..,i=l ai1); E ' ,

CZ_

then dw when represented in the basis (2.3) is given by the
column vector /30., where a = (a1, ... ,ad T . In particular,
w E J = kerc! if and only if
j3a.

= O.

(2.4)

Giving a submodule S of A(P) anel p E P, S(p) denotes the
IR-linear subspace of Al'(P) giving by spanm {«(p)l( E S}.
In particular. if J is a codistribution, J(p) denotes the subspace of ~;p giving by spanm {w(p)lw E J}.
For every p E P, let J(1)(p) be the subspace of ~~P given
by
J(1)(p)

= spanudw(p) I w E J,
dw(p) mod J(p)

==

such that
O}.

(2.5)

where dw(p) mod J(p) denotes the canonical projection of
dw(p) in s~}()~~). In other worels, dw(p) mod J(p) = O if
and only if dw(p) = 0,
'" f'zn7.'t e 1]; 1\ Çi Ip for convenient l-forms
1]; E J and ç E A2(P).
It is now c1ear that, if the rank of 13 is locally constant
arounel some p E P, then p is a nonsingular point of J(1)
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and dim J( 1)( q) is equal to dim ker ;3( q) for q in some open
neighborhood of p. Note also that J is involutive if and
only if ,8 = O.
The rank of the matrix ;3( q) in a point q E [T does not
depend on the particular basis I] = {Ih, ... , l]ó} for T*[T
chosen, since a different choice of basis, say í), will p1'Oduce
a matrix J = A,8E where A(p), E(p) are nonsingular for
P in an open neighborhood of q. So the matrix ;3 is "an
intrinsic" object.
It is easy to show f1'Om equation (2.4) that, if q is a regular
point of JO) then, for any p in an open neighborhoocl V

of q, we have J! 1)

= span {w(p) Iw E .J}.

In other words,

apart from singular points of ]lI!, the equations (2.1) and
(2.5) define the same codistribution.
The following useful result is known as "Cartan Lemma"
((Warner, 1971), p.80 ex. 16). Let Wl, . . . , W r E A 1(P) be
independent pointwise. Assume that there exist one forms
l]I, .. ·,l]r such that L:;'=11]; 1\ Wi = O. Then there exist
functions oij E eco (P), with Oij = Qji, such that 1]; =
L:~'=IGijWj (i = 1, ... ,1'). The same result is also valid
pointwise, !.t. , L:;'=1 1]; 1\ Wi 11' = o implies that 1]; (p) =
L:J=10,jWj(p) (i = 1, ... ,1') for convenient Gij = Gji E IR.

a convenient regular static-state feedback, we can assume
that this pair is in the Brunovsky canonical form i. e. , the
equations of the system in a new basis are of the form (see
(Brunovsky, 1970)) :
::}+1 + oj::711+l
Oi _711+1 + v'
fi.i1,
i 711 + 1

A,22::

where 1: E lm1, ::
.

'-:,h.1

':m+l

+ EF)T

( AO .4O )
(O)
11

(3.2c)

((::I)T, ... , (::m)T, (::711+1 )T) T is the
.

T

+1

lKi1

(3.3)

for convenient row vectors •l3Ji E 1R 1X (n-k) and i E lm1. Bv
•
the definition of the çj"s, f1'0111 (3.:3) with j = Ki and from
(:3.2b) and (3.2c), we can write for i E lm1 :

I..,

T- 1 (A

(:3.2b)

:j E

Linear Systems

Theorenl 1 (Pereira da Silva, 1996b) Oiven a linear 8Y8tem (A, E) which i8 not completely controllable, there eTi8t8 a 8imilarity tran8form ation T and a regular 8tatic-8tate
feedback 'U = F:r + Gv, where G i8 a non8ingular square
matriJ;, 8'uch that

(:3.2a)

Let ç1 = ::1 and set ç; +l = ~; for i E lm1 and j E l Ki - 11·
Denote the vectors (çf, ... , ç~, f by çi for i E lm1 and set
çm+l = z711+l. Then using (:3.2a) and (3.2c) it is easy to
verify that

êi

e

11

state vector, ::' = (::t, ... , ::~,) E IR"i. i E lm1,::m
E
IR1n-k:), v = (VI, ... , v711)T is the input, and o; E IR 1x ln-kl,
j E l Ki 1 are convenient row vectors.

C7:

"Ve open this section by showing that we can always construc1. a decomposition of linear control system in the controllable and noncontrollable subsystems in such a way that
the inftuence of the noncontrollable subsystem in the controllable subsys1.em can be cancelecl by a convenient staticstate feedback. This result can be decluced from theorem
4.1 of (:Morse, 1973) when
= O. However, it seems interesting to give an elementary proof of this facto

+

-

1

.

I..,j

3

=

m

j E lh~i

çj +1
~liçm+1

:

j E

l hi

-

11

+ Vi

A22 Ç"'+1

(3.4a)
(3.4b)
(:3.4c)

for convenient row vectors ~,.' E IRlxln-k) and i E lm1.
Let T E IR nxn be the square matrix such that
T:: where ç

=

((e {, ....

ç

(çm)T. (çm+l )T) T and ::

((::I{, ... ,(::m)T,(::m+l)T)T

From (:3.:3) and fro111 the

fact that çm+l = ::711+1 it is clear that the matrix Tis block
triangular and the blocks of the diagonal are identity matrices of adequate dimensiono In particular. T is nonsingular.
The proof may be completecl by noting from equation (3.4b)
that the static state feedback Ui = -; i ç m+l + l/i. i E lm1,
where 1/ = (VI .... , v711)T is the new inpuL furnishes a closed
loop system with state ç and ouput 1/ of tIl(' for111 (:3.1a)(:3.1b).
D

(:3.1a)

22

T-1EG

E1

(:3.1b)

where the pair (.4 11 , ih) 18 eontrollable and
Brunov8ky canonical form (Brunov8ky. 1970).

18

in the

Proof. Let SR = {1'1, ... , l'k} be a basis3 for R =
Im [E AE
A n - 1 E] and complete this basis to a basis
S;.. = {1'1,
1'/", ... ,X1, ... ,i- n - k} for the entire state
space .l'. It is well known that, when written in the basis Ex, the pair (A,E) is of the form (l.la)-(l.lb) and
the pair (.4 11 , Bd is controllable. Up to an application of
3 Recall

that Ris feedhack invariant (~ionham, 198.5).

The theorem 1 may be restated using the terminology of the
geometric approach of (Wonham, 1985), in the following
form:

Corollary 1 (Pereira da Silva, 1996b) Lei (A, E) be a
noncontrollable linear system and denote its state .space by
.1:'. Let R. = ImE + ImAE + ... + ImAn-l E. Then there
e:I:ists an (A, E)-úl.1Iariant 81J.bspace R. .sueh that X = R.ffiR..

Remark 1 In the module-theoretie approach of Fliess
(Fliess, 1990; Flie.ss, 1994), a time-invariant linear 8Y.stem is by definition a 1R[1tJ-mod11.le A. Since A is a principal ideal domain. it can be decomposed 0.8 a direct sum
A = L ffi T where L i8 a free module and T is a torsion
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module. The submodule L playo5 the role of its controllable
subsystem and T the noncontrollable one. The direct sum
of this decomposition means that L and T are complete/y
independent from each other. 80 this can be cono5idered as
a very elegant version of the theorem 1 under endogenous
feedback transformations (Flieo505 e1 ai., 1995b; Flies8 et aI.,
1992). Ho'1Oe1'er, some e3;tra 'lOork, already done in 1he proof
of tlleorem 1, i8 nece88ary to sho1O tha1 the some re8u/t io5
valid '1Ohen one consider8 only the class of regular 8tatic8tate feedback transforma1ions.

f-+ /11 be a smooth curve on /11.
Denote, as
usual 7 , (ir o p(t))*(d/dt) by ir(p(t)). Notice that the equations (4.1) corresponds to the differential equation given by
ir(p(i)) = ir*f(p), where p E /11, when written with the
same choice of coordinates for /v anel 111 above.

p : (-e, e)

Definition 1 A (time varying) state transformation is a
ne10 local char1 of M = IR x .1.' of the form (t, z). A (local) static state feedback 1ransformation, or (local) feeelback transformation for short. i8 a ne10 local char1 of
/11 IR x X x U of the form (t, z, v) 10here (t, z) i8 a (local)
state transformation.

=

Remark 2 A 8ystem is controllable if and only if it doe8
not have con8ervation la1084 (see (Flie88 et ai., 1998)).
Note tha1 every noncontrollable nonlinear sY8tem of the
form (1.1a)-(1.1b) have conservation 101005 ofthe form 10 2 =
e- À22t z2. In fact, since e- À22t Â 22 = A.22e-À22t note tha1
1tw2 = O. Note also that the transformation 10 = T(t)z
8'11ch that :

) ( ~~ )
.4 11 wl + A12eA22tw2 + B 1u

(3.5a)

O

(:3.5b)

We 10ill sho1O that a general nonlinear sys1em can be al10ays
decompoo5ed in similar 'WWy.

The Partial Linearization Problem

A (time varying) nonlinear sY8tem

IS

t

=

êJt

i=1

fJ

/;(t, x, u)-

(4.2)

Xi

By definition, (dt, f) == 1. Now, let ir : /11 f-+ M be
the canonical projection. Using the coordinates (t, x, u)
for /11 and (t, x) for M we have irei, ::1:, v) = (t, x). Let
4A

conseI'vation law heI'e means a jirst integrai.

s Since ouI' aim heI'e is to develop a canonical foI'm under a class
of transformations, we do not caI'e about the functional space of the
input '11.(.).
6Since we will develop local results, one may consider that x(t)
evolves on a smooth manifold without any problem.
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ing a nOlllillU/I' sys1ulI. the PLP is the problem of finding
a local feull/{/d trallsformation (t, ('lU, z), v) in a s'l1ch a
'Way 1hat the t/osed 100]1 system. locally aro'llnd an operatíon poin1 (til ..1'11· 1/0) be of the form :

ldt)
:. (t )

1
A ll w(t) + B 1v(t)
A 22 (1,z(1))

y(1 )

Ad1, :::(t))

1

=

Let M
IR x .1:' and .N' IR x .l' x U be smooth manifolds
with canonical coordinates given respectively by (t, x) and
(t, x, v). Let f be the Cartan fielel on /11 given by

".

lnl

(4.3)
vVe stress that our notion of state feeelback corresponels to
a change or coordinates of .N'. Hence the Cartan field f
anel alI the notions related to f are feeelback-invariant by
definition. 11 is important to point out that our notions
of stat.e transformation and static-state feedback are timevarying and local arounel some operation point (to, xo, vo).
In particular. these c!efinitions are also local in time.

Definitioll 2 (Partial Linearization Problem - PLP) Giv-

lnl

where fi : IR x .1.' x U f - IR are smooth functions of the
state 3:(t)
(3;I(t), ... , x,,(t)) E ,1:' anel the input u(t) =
(Vl(t),···, vm(t)) EU == IR'" for i E lnl For simplicity,
we shaIl consider that the state 3:(t) = (Xl(t), ... , x,,(t))
evolves in 6 an open subset .l' of IR I1 •

fJ

f;(1, :1:1(1), ... , x,,(t), a(t, x(t), v(t))) , i E

(4.1)

f;(1, xl(1), ... , :I:,,(t), 'I1(t)) , i E

-;:- + L

1

vVe are no\y ahle to state our version of the the problem of
exact linearizat iOll :

1

=

t
Xi(t)

a set of differential

equations of the form 5

Xi (t)

=

=

can be considered as a time-varying similarity tran8formation. JlVe can write

4

Note that the last definition is a notion of regular feedback, since (locaIIy) there exists smooth maps v
a(t, z, v)
and v = ,r3(t, a:, u). The elifferential equation ir(p(t)) =
ir*f(p(t)), written in the coordinates (t,z,v) for /11 and
(t, z) for M is caIled the cIosed loop system. For instance,
when z
a'. we have that the the cIoseel loop system is
given by the equations

+ B 2y(t)

(4.4)

10here (w(1),z(1)) E IR", v(t) E IRm, y(t) E IR', A 11 B 1
and B 2 are real matrice8 of convenient dimensions 8 , the
pair (A 11 , Bl) ís controllable and A 12 and A n are smooth
mappíngs depending on t and z.

=

Note that the equation i(t)
A22(t, z(t)) plays the role of a
(perhaps nonlinear) noncontroIlable subsystem. The vector
y(t) can be considereel as an output of the noncontroIlable
subsystem and as an input for the linear subsystem.
7See def. 1.41, p. 35 of (Warner, 1971).
8 There is no loss of generality, by choosing s = n, if one considers
B 2 equal to the indentity matrix.
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Solution of the PLP tems

time varymg sys-

It is weU known from the literature that the derived flag is
a geometrie invariant of a nonlinear system that is closed
relateel to the exact linearization problem. The eleriveel flag
is a sequenee of smooth codistributions on N- that ean be
defineel in the foUowing way9.

1(-1)
li o)

I(i)(p)

span {f}l-

(5.1a)

I( -1) n span {di, d;r}

(5.1 b )

O}

lnl,j

span{(dxi - fi(t,:e,v)dt),d"llj: i E

E

The system is said to be well formed if ali the inputs affect
the system inelependently. i. e. , that ~~ has rank 111. where f
is the eolumn vedar of functiom; fi of (4.1), that represents
the Cartan fielel written in eoorelinates. It is easy to show
that this is equivalent to say that

01'

::

(5.4)

·N-k+l
Wk,lk
= A22(t, z)

where li; E

lNl

anel ik E

lS N -kl

for some integer N for

which L:t=1 si/_k = 111. and the integers SN_Ã. 2: O. Computing the eleriveel flag for the system (5.4) is a teelious but
straightforward work anel it is easy to verify that

+ I(N+r)
span {di} + I(N-r)

Notiee that 1(0) coincides with the definition of the Pfaffian system deriveel from a given nonlinear system (Gardner and Shaelwick, 1992; Sluis, 1992), (Tilbury et aI.,
1995). We stress that, by definition, I(kH) C I(k). If
the eodist1'ibutions Ilk) are aU nonsingular for li; E Jill,
then there exists some N, eaUed the holonomy index, sueh
that IIN) = IIN+IJ The eodistribution I(N) is calleel the
bottom deriveel svstem and it is easv to show that I( N)
is the maximal in~'olutive codistributi~n contained in I( o J
If I(N) = O, the system is said to be maximally nonholonomie. In this papel' we will eonsider the ease where IIN) is
non trivial. i.e. , the system is Dot controllahle lo (AranelaBrieaire et aI., 1995; Tilbury et aI., 199:3).

= span {di} + 1(-1)

{

span {di}

span {(dXi - f;(t, a:, u)dt) : i E lnl}

span {dt, dXi, dfi : i E lnl}

ú1,4
lU!:.'k
.~

lml}
1(0)

=1

i 2: 1. (5.1e)

Note that equation (5.1c) corresponds to the sueeessive applieations of (2.5) with J = I(i-I) anel Jll) = I(i) Note also
that Ir -1) is of dimension 11. + 111., since is has eodimension
1 anel the manifolel N is of elimension 11. + 111. + 1. Furthermore it is clear that for any function (J in C=(/,,f), then the
1-fo1'111 w = (d(J - Lf(Jdt) is in I(-l). Henee it is easy to
verify that
li-I)

vVe ean assume that, after some feeelbaek transformation,
the pair (A ll , Bd in the equation (4.4) is given in a
Brunovsky canonieal form, i. e. , this system ean be rewritten in the form 12
i

span{w(p) E [(i-l)lw E I(i-1) anel

dw(p) moel Ili-1)(p) ==

If we assume that the matrix B 1 in the equation (4.4)
has full column rank m, it follows easily that (4.4) is well
formeel. So we shall assume, without loss of genera1ity that
the system is weU formed, sinee it is a neeessary condition
to solve the PLP.

span {dt, dz} ,

l'

2: O

lrl,
lr-A;+ In,

{dt, dz, dwLk I li; E
ik E

lS''''_kl,j

E

O<r:SN
In particular the coelistributions span {li k), dt} are nonsinguIar and involutive for ali A' E N. These are in fact the
neeessary anel suflieient conelitions for the solution of the
PLP.

Theorem 2 The P LP is loeally solvable around an operatioll poini (to, ;eo, "llO) if and only if the eodistribui'ions
span {I( k), di} are nonsingular an d involu,tive for ali li; E IN
in some open neighborhood of (to. ;eo, 'tio).

To prove the theorem 2 we neeel some auxiliary results that
are presenteel in the following proposition. For convenience,
their proofs are eleferreel to the Appendix.

(5.2)
Propositioll 1 Under the eonditions of the theorem 2, we
have :

equivalentlyll
(5.3)

(i) For all li; E N theTe exists a set of pointwise independent
9Here we give a geornetric definit.ion t.hat is slightly different. from
t.he one given in the literat.ure. Note t.hat span {f}.L denot.es the
kernel of t.he rnorphisrn of ex, (N)-modules o' : T* JV ~ C'cx, (N) such
t.hat o:(w) = (j,w), and hence is a codjstribut.ion.
1ÜSince I( N) is involutive, locally around its regular point.s it is
spanned by exact covector fields {dOi : i = 1 .... , k}. Since, li IV) C
1(-1)
span{f}.L we have (dOi,f)
O for i
1, ... ,k. Hence
éi = (dOi, f) = O and so the systern cannot be strongly cont.rollable
because it. possesses a nont.rivial conservat.ion law (Fliess et aI., 1993).

=

=

=

llThe equation obt.ained frorn (5.3) by sumrning, in bot.h sides, the
codist.ribution span {dt} is easily seen t.o be equivalent to the equat.ion
(5.2). Afterthat.,oneobt.ains(5.3)byobservingthatL j Ir- 1 ) C 1(-1)
and I( -1) n span {dt} = {O} (see lemma 1, parI. (ii) in the Appendix).

eovect01' fields {Wl,'" ,w rk } where Wi = (C/(Ji - L,,(Jidt),
with (Ji E C= (N'), sueh that we loeally have I( k)
span {Wl,'" ,W"k}'
(ii) If W is of the form (d(J - Lf(Jdt) for a funetion (J E
C= (N), then W E I( 1..0+1) if a~ld only if L fW E I(Á,). In
particular I( k) =:J I(kH) + L f I(k+l).
.
(iii)Let {Wl,,,.,W r } C 1(1.'-1) be a sei of l-fonns sueh
that Wi = (d(Ji - L" (Jidt), where (Ji E C=(N). Assume
12The choice of t.he not.ation used t.o represent. the Brunovsky canonical forrn here is compatible with the one of the proof of theorem 2.
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that the set {w1 (p), ... ,W r (p)} is linearly independent13
moel I(k)(p). Then {Lfw1(P), ... , Lfwr(P)} C I(k-'2)(p)
is linearly independent moel I(k-l)(p).

must be indepenelent moel
1 part (iii) the set

1(0),

otherwise, by proposition

N h
' l}
{( c'IL N-h'll.
f
Uk,l'k - .Lf - ,+lll.
Uh·.1k dt)
. ,k'E ll\Tl"
,1'k E lSN-k

Proof. (Of the01'e111 2 ) We need only to prove the suffiClency.
Let N E IN be the smalIest integer such that I( k) = I( k+1)
for alI l~ 2: N. Since span {I(N), dt} is involutive, by
the Frobenius theorem there exists a set of funetions :: =
h, ... ,::/) C eco (Jv) such that {d:: 1, .... d:: l , dt} is a basis
for span { I( N), dt}. By proposition 1 part (i) we have that
the set

which is a subset of Bo , woulel be elepenelent moel I( li.
We concluele that the SE't on the left hanel side of equation
(5.6) is a basis for /(-11. In particular we have dimI(-I) =
dimI(O) + L~=l SN-k Since dimI(O) = 11 anel dimI(-11 =
11 + m, we concluele that L~=l SN-k
set of m (input) funetions

= m.

Now define the

anel the set of (state) functions (w, ::), ""here
is a basis for I(N). By proposition 1 part (ii), note that
L,(d:: i - Lf::idt) E I(N) = I(N+11. Then, dLf::i. E
span {I(N), dt} and we can (localIy) write

for convenient smooth funetions A~'2 elefined on an open
neighborhood of (to . .to, tio). By proposition 1 part (i), we
can complete the set BN to a basis B N - I for I(N-I) ofthe
form

w

anel:: = (Zl, ... ,::I). By construetion of Bo (see eq. (5.5)
for l' = N) it is clear that the functions (t., (U'. ::)) for111 a
new local chart for M anel the functions (t, (U'. ::). v) for111
a new local chart for .Iv. So, these local charts definE' a
regular static-state feedback transfonnation anel in these
coordinates the system (4.1) reaels :

{(d:: i - Lf::idt), (del,i] - Lfe Uj dt)1 i E lll,
i 1 E lSN-Il}

.)
U'~

.

k,1'.
k.1k

w3 .

By proposition 1 parts (ii) anel (iii) it is clear that the set
{(d:: i - Lf::idt), (ef(}uj - L f e 1,í] dt). (dLfe U ] - L7e1,i] dt)1
i

E lll, iI E ls N -1 l}

..

(5.7)
D

is in I(N-'21 and is linearly indepenelent. So, by proposition
1 part (i). the last set may be completed to a basis
{(d:: i - Lf::idt), (deu] - Lfe1,ijdt),
(dLfel.iJ - L7 el,íj dt), (de'2i 2 - L fe'2,í2 dt ) I

i E llli l E lSN-11,i'2 E lSN-2l}
for I(N-'2). Continuing in this way. we \VilI construct in the
1,-th step a basis for I(N-T) of the form
.

BN -,·

I

.

{(d:: i - Lf::i dt ), (dLr ek,i k - LJfek,i,.dt)1

iE lll.kE ll'lik E'lsN-kljE'll'-l'+ll}
(.5.5)
In particular, it folIows for l' = N that elimI(O) = 1+
L~=l(N - k + l)sN-k. Note that Lf(de - Lfedt) E /(-1)
for any smooth function e. Hence, from the equation (5.3),
we concluele that
/(-1)

2

span{Bo, (dLf-k+lek,ik - Lf-k+ ek .ik dt),
k E lNl,ik

where Bo is a basis for
the other hanel the set

é

1(0)

lSN-kl}

.

of the form (5.5) for

l'

(5.6)
On

= N.

Note that. ifthe PLP is solvable, the equation (5.1) 111eans
that the infiuence of the noncontrolIable subsystem (represented by the functions tPLk(t,::) in equation (5.4) or the
map A 12 (t,::) in the equation (4.4)) can be removeel by a
convenient choice of a static-state feedback transformation.

Exall1ple 2 Consider the equations of spacecraft attitude
control (Nijmeijer and van der Schoft. 1990: Crouch. 1984)

AS(ro)
li:;

-S(ro)lro

(5.8)

+u

(5.9)

lOhere A(t) is a 3 x 3 matrá lOith rolO vectors given by Oi =
(Oi],Oi 2 ,Oi 3 f,i E {1,2,3}, 1 is the inertia matrix, lOhich
is symmetric and positive definite. ro = (rol, w'2, W3)T is
the angular 11elocity, u E JR3 is the inp11.t (control torques),
and S( ro) is the skelO-symmetric matriJ:

N k 11l
. f - + Uk,i k - LN-k+'21l
f
Uk,ik dt), k E l"l'
1>
,1k E lSN-k l}
{(dL
13The linear independenceofthe set {Wl (p), ... ,wr(P)} mod l(k) (p)

+ w(p))l p
= O and O'; = O.

for some P E Afmeansthat (L~=1 aiw;(p)
and

140

ai

E IR implies that w(p)

= Oforw E

l(k)

Note that ft(AA T ) = A.A T + AÀT = AS(ro)A T +
AS(ro)T A T = O. Hence. if the initial condition A(t o )
is an orthogonal matrix (this is trl1e for the real problem
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of attitude contraI), then /1(t) will be orthogonal for all
t 2: to· Let us consider the equations (5.8) - (5.9) f1'om
a formal point of V1ew, i. f. , we will not assume that the
initial condition A(to) is ortho[/ono.l. 50 the st.at.e llector
is (Ol" ... ,033,wl,w~.w3), being of dimension 12. Let.
1Jij = OiOjT , i E {1, 2, :3}, j E {1, ... , i}. Note that 1]; = O.
Calculating the derilled fIag for ih.1S system one obtains
1 (0)

span {(dOi; - ai;dt), (dw; - ;:Vi dt ) li, j E {1, 2. 3}}

Jll)

span {(dOi; - ai;dt)1 i,j E {1,2,3}}

Jl~)

span {dl];j

Ii

E {1, 2, 3}, j E {1, ... , in

1(3 )

Generically (for every point. for which A is nonsingular):
we have dim 1(0) = 12. dim 1(1) = 9, dim 1(2 ) = 6. Furthermore lue see that. the distributions span {I( k) , dt} are
spanned by exact coveeior fields and hence are involutive.
F'rom the proof of theorem 1, equation (5.7) and from the
faei t.hat. dimI(") = dimI(N) + ~=~=7 (N - k + l)sN-k we
see that Si = 3 and S~ = O and 50, o.rOltnd any point. such
t.hat. /1 is a nonsingular mat.rix, this syst.em has a canonical
form given by
~

lLii

Vi

,i E {1,2,3}

(5.10)

Examining the proof of theorem 2, it is easy to see that it
suffices to show that the functions e; of proposition 1 part
(i) are such that de; E span {d:r}. In fact we only have to
prove the following result :
Proposition 2 Assume that the system (4.1) 'is timeinvariant. Then, under the conddions of t.he t.heorem 2,
for all k E Jl\T there eúst..s a set of pointwise independent.
covect.or field.s {Wl, ... , W"k} where Wi = (dei - L fe, dt),
ei E Coo (N), span {de,} c span {d.l:} and we locaziy have
1(1·,) -- span { Wl, ... , W rk }

Proof. Assume that this is true for k, i. e. , li k) =
span {dei - Lfe,dt I i E ll'kl}, and dei E span {c{;j:}. As
dLfe i E span {dx, du}, in order to compute a basis B =
{w; I i = 1, ... ,l'k+d for Ilk+1), we must solve the equation (2.4) in the case where the components of ,13 are time
invariant. Hence we can construct a basis B in such a way
that
Tk

i E {l, 2, ~;}, j E {1, ... , i}

in

Solution of the PLP -- time-invariant systems

For time invariant systems, i. e. , systems of the form (4.1)
for which the functions fi do not depend 15 on t, then it is
easy to show that, if the PLP is solvable, the state transformation and the state feedback that solve the PLP are also
14The subject of this remark is based in a conversation between
Michel Fliess, Michel Petitot and me :in the Laboratoire des Signaux
et Systémes CNRS - Gif-sur-Yvette, France in 1995.
lSLet T ; IR X ;r X li ,...., .Y X li be the canonÍcal projection. Then
f is time invariant if and only if f is T-related with some field J on
,1' X li.

=L

Oij(dej - Lfejdt)
(6.1)
j=l
where Oij are time invariant smooth functions. i. e. . dO ij E
span {d.r, dll}.
W,

Remark 3 14 Example 2 may be considered using t.h.e differential algebmic approaeh of Fliess (Fliess, 1989). In fact.
let. k = IR be the ground field and consider t.he s:yst.em (5.8)(5.9) denot.ed by K Ik. Denot.e by 12 the sllbfield of K formed
by the elements that. are difJerent.ially o.lgebmic over k. The
are 111 L. Fllrelement.s I] = h'j, (i = 1,2,3, j = 1, ... ,
t.hermore. 1] is a (nondi.fJerential) t.ranscendence baús for
12lk. Sinee 12 is not. algebraic over k, it is clear t.hat. the
system K Ik is not. fIat. (Fliess et. aI.. 1992), (Fliess et. a!..
1995b). Howeve1' if we take k = k(I]) as a new ground
.field. t.hen K /k is a fiat s.'/jst.em. In faei., f1'Om t.he equ.ation
AA. T = I] it. is easy t.o show that. 'we can choose t.hree e!ement.s 0'1,0'2,0'3 of t.he matriJ: A in a sueh way t.hat. all the
ot.her e!ement.s can be determined from 1] and o, (t.his is a
súnple ]Jroblem of E'llclidian Geornetry sinee the matri:r 1]
cont.ains t.he information of t.he lenghts and angles between
t.he row vectors of A). Afier tho.1, it. is easy t.o show t.hat.
0'1,0'2,0'3 is a fiat. outpu.t of t.he syst.em K /k .

6

time invariant (and in particular are not local in time). This
means that there is no gain in generalit.y of seeking timevarying solutions for t.ime-invariant syst.ems. Although this
is not surprising, let us sketch the proof of this fact as a
corollary of our previous results.

'I :.l' xU

>---'- IRx .1' xU =
As the "pul! back"
l; : A(N) >---'- A(.1:' x U) is a map that commutes with
the exterior derivation d (see proposition 2.23 of (vVarner,
1971)), it follows that it maps involutive codistributions
into involutive codistributions. By construction, for ali
~ E .1:' x U we have that ,.atlç) : T,~'E.lN
T;(X x U)
is a linear mapping with kel'l;I'tlÇ) = span {dt}IJ" So,
by lemma 1 part (ii) it is easy to show that. ,; maps
(1( ,,+1) + span {dt}) int.o a nonsinguiar codistribution. Let
j("+l) = ,; (11 k+l) + span {dt}). It follows that j(k+l) is integrable. Since we have a basis for Ilk+l) of the form (6.1)
with dO;j E span {dx, d'u} and de; E span {d;r}, it follows
that jlk+1) C span {dx} and j("+l) is time invariant. i.e. ,
jl"+1) = ,;,(1"'+1) + span {dt}) = '7 0 (1(,,+1) + span {clt})
for ali ti, t2 E IR.. By the Frobenius theorem, there exists
smooth functions 7', (i = 1, ... rk+l) such that we locally
have jlk+1) = span { d71, ... , di'rH1 }. Let T : IR x .1:' x U . . . .,.
.1:' x U be the canonical projection. Let I'i = T*i'i = i'; o T.
Then it is easy to show that {d~(, .... d""k+1 , dt} is a local
basis for (1("+1) +span {dt.}). The application of the idea of
the proof of proposition 1 part (i) shows the desired result
for k + 1 and this finishes the proof.
O

Now define the canonical insertion

/11 such that 'ti x,u)

=

(t,;r. 11).

f---,-

7

Controllability and conservation laws

As claimed in the remark 2 of section 3, a reasonable definition of controllability is to say that a system does not
possess any conservation law (Fliess et al., 1993).
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Assume that a system is given in the form of its
state representation (4.1).
A conservation law is a
l
function rj;(i, x, u. ú, ... , u(k ) such that ftq!
~~ +
1ll
k
"
ao .f'(i"
)
2::
2::
aq, (j+11 -- O 1
'.
,
'-1-0'
1
"
r
,
1
I
.
+
'-1
·-0.·(J·)1I
10lan)
2::
1_

.r t

1._

J-

ou

admissible trajectory of the system'. Assuming that the
inputs are differentially independent, which is a quite natural asumption (Fliess et a1., 1993; Fliess, 1989) it is not
difficult to show that there is no conservation law depending on the input li. OI' on its derivatives of any order. Hence.
any conservation law of a system in the form (4.1) is a function rj;(i, x), depending only on time and state. The next
proposition shows that the codistribution li N) is spanned
by the differentials of the conservation laws.

IN . Applying ihis ideas io ihe 11onconirollable subsystem
of(5.7), ifthe PLP is solvablf. we obiain a canonical form
given by
i

=1
tÍ'f,ik
.')

1(';:' .lk
{

N - k +1
ti· k.1

.:- = O

k

(7.:3 )
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2: -1 and p E .N", we

+ span {dt}) 11' n II-l)(p)

(ii) Ilkl(p) n span {clt} 11'

C Ilk)(p).

= {O}

Proof. (i) Let w(p) E (fI k)

+ span {clt}) 11' nI I -1 )(p).

Then
C0
w = w(p) + 13dtl1' where w E 1(1.,:) anel j3 E C (N). Then
(w,J)I 1' = (w, J)I1'+,B(dt, J)I1'· Since (dt,J) = 1 anel Ilk) C
11- 1 ) = span {,f}.L, it follows that, j3(p) = O anel hence
w(p)
w(p) E IlkJ(p).
(ii) Let w(p) E Ilk) n span {dt}. Hence w(p)
j3(p)dt. So
(w,J)I1'=j3(p)=O.
D

=

=

Proof of proposition 1.
Part (i).
By the Frobenius theorem we see that
span { lU), clt} is spanneel by some linearly inelepenelent 1forms {dt,dBl, ... ,d(l"k}' where (li E CC0(N) are convenient functions. Note that Wi = (d(li - Lf(lidt) E 1 1- 1 ).
From lemma 1, it follows that Wi E Ilk) SÍ1~ce I(k) C 11- 1 )
anel 1(-1) n span {dt} = {O} we see that elimI(k) = rk. To
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complete the proof of (i) it suffices to show that the set
{W1'" .wd is linearly inelepenelent pointwise. In fact, assume that L~'~l a;(dO i - LfO;dt) = O in some p E N. This
implies that the set {dt, d0 1, ... , dO"k} is linearly elepenelent
at this point.
Part (ii). We show first that we have
dw(p) moel I(kJ(p) == - Lrw 1\ dtlp moel JlkJ(p)

Since [w - 2::;'=1 (LfO';)w;](p) E Ilk-1)(p), it follows that
L,{2::;'=lo'iw;)lp E span {l(k-1),dt} (p). It follows from
(8.2) that (2::;'=10iWi)(p) E Ilk)(p) anel hence the set
{W1," .w,.} is not linearly inelepenelent moel I(kl in p E N.
To concluele the proof, note that (iii) is a straightfor\\"arel
consequence of lemma 1, the conelition (8.:3) anel from the
fact that Lf(c{(}i - LfOidt) E 1(-1).
O

(8.1)

for ali p E N. For, by (i), note that W = L~'~l o,;(dO; LrO;dt) for convenient functions 0';, O; E C C0 (N). 50,
dw(p) moel Ilk)(p)

=

[L~'~l dO'; 1\ (dOi - LrO;dt)o; dL f Oi 1\ dt] 11' moel li k) (p)

Note that dO'; 1\ (dO; - LrO;dt)l p moel I(kl(p) == O. Hence,
dw(p) moel I(I.')(p) = L;'~l -oidLrOi 1\ dtlp moel I(kJ(p).
Now observe that

= Lr[L~'~l O';(dO; - LfO;dt)] 1\ dt
= [L;'~l LrO';(dOi - LfO;dt)] 1\ dt+

LfW 1\ dt

{2::~~1 0'; [dL r Oi - (Lr0;)dLrt - (L7 0;)dt]} 1\ dto

Since [2::;'~1 LfO';(dOi - LrOidt)]lp E IlkJ(p), we see that

[I:

moel I(k)(p) = O.

Lr0;(dO i - L r O; dt)] 1\ dtl

,=1

l'

As dLrt = d( 1)
(8.1) is true.

= O anel

L7 Oidt 1\ dt
.

= O, we concluele that

No\\" we will show that
w(p) E 1110+ 1 I(p) if anel only if
Lrw(p) E span {l(k J, dt} (p) for ali p E

N.

(8.2)

For this, notice that, Lrw
1\ dtl p moel I(k)(p) == O means
.
that Lrw 1\ dt 11' + 2::;'~1 1]; 1\ w; 11' = O for convenient 1forms 1]; anel w; = (dO; - LrO;dt), as in (i).
Since
{dt, Wi : i E {1, ... , 1'd} is a basis for span {lI k I, dt}, from
the Cartan Lemma (see section 2), we concluele that
Lrw(p) E span {I I I.,), dt} (p). Then, (8.2) follows from (8.1)
anel equation (2.5) for J = 1(1.,) anel JO) = 1110+ 1 )
If w = dO - LrOdt then Lrw E 11-11. By (8.2) anel from
lemma 1 part (i), it follow~ that Lrw E Ilkl. To complete
the proof of (ii) it suffices to note tllat, by (i), Ilk+11 has a
basis of this particular formo

(iii) We show first that
The set {LrW1(p), ... , Lrwr(p)} C span {l(k-2), dt} (p)
is inelepenelent moel span {l(k-ll, dt} (p).
(8.3 )

For this, assume that there exists w in I(k-1) anel functions
ev
Oi E C (N) such that, for p E N :
(w

+ O'odt +

t

,=1

O'iLfwi) I

=O

l'

Hence
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